
presents 



Navigate toward the center of  your emotions 



Origin of  the Arduinna 

In Celtic mythology, Arduinna is the Gaul moon goddess of  hunting 

and  the  forest.  She  is  the  equivalent  of  the  Roman  goddess  Diana 
whose name relates to the massive Ardennes forest whose symbol is 
also  the  boar.  She  is  associated  with  the  divinity  of  nature  and 

instinctive forces and is the mother of  plants and animals and mistress 
of  the forest. 

History of  a barge unlike any other… 

Built in 1956 in Cambrai, it was used to transport grain by bargemen 

from  Bethune,  carrying  around  420  tons.  This  productive  boat  was 
renamed five times: St. Jacques 1er, then Natacha, Ardu III, Sylvie and 
finally Arduinna. For more than 40 years it navigated rivers and canals 

in northeastern Europe. 

In 2004 on the banks of  Meudon, it was transformed into a boat with 

lodging – designed to take maximum advantage of  light and produce a  
a feeling of  well-being.   

Dimensions :  126.3 feet long X 18 feet wide - two floors 



A unique place close to nature 

Crossing the deck of  the Arduinna changes everything. 

Opening the door, you enter a dreamlike place 

where stillness, warmth and enchantment reign, 

created according to inspiration drawn from nature. 

Absorb the surrounding atmosphere 

and derive essential mental and physical well-being. 

Worries and tensions evaporate. 

You are in the Arduinna’s universe. 



Welcome 



Wisdom begins with delight – Socrate 

Living space 



A quiet place off  the beaten path away from urban stress 

The living room looks onto the Seine 



Seminars  

& 

 Meeting Venue 

You should consider not so much what you are eating as with whom you are eating – Epicure 



Happiness is unrependent pleasure!– Socrate 



The space 

The 55-square meter reception hall is the center of  activity.        

It opens onto the river with far ranging views encompassing 

swans, geese, gulls, ducks…. Full of  life and bathed in natural 
light, it is designed with open space in mind. The main staircase 

accesses the lounge situated at water level so as to be able to 

appreciate the  movement of  the waves. 

•!Exotic wood parquet flooring with glass tiling, cast iron fixtures, Italian design  

•!Walkable terrace lined with bamboo and olive trees 

•!Hi-tech equipment: Plasma screens to paper presentation media, wifi, overall planning 

•!Personalized reception  

•!Savory food prepared by our personnel with traditional specialities 

•!Food available throughout the working day 

•!Tables, chairs and dishes supplied 

Small groups are welcome to get acquainted  

with the pleasure and services 

of  our unusual setting. 



Bed & Breakfast 

& Private apartment 
(for privates or business stays) 

What does one owe to a host?  Cordiality if  he remains, freedom if  he wants to leave – Homer, The Odyssey 



A place dedicated to getting away 

Ethno Chic 



A warm & a Colorful universe 

Comedia Del Arte 



Urban chic loft over the river  

Black & White Duplex 



Choose your decor:  

Ethno Chic suite : 30m2 

Situated on the 1st floor of  the houseboat, one queen-size 

bed, shower and two sinks, hospitality  gifts 

Comedia del Arte single or double room : 15m2 

At water level, closer to the elements. Single or double 

bed, open design shower and sink, hospitality gifts 

Wifi possible. B&B rental on request, two-day minimum,  

Furnished duplex studio, Black & White design : 60m2 

Equipped with a terrace, private entrance, separate 

designer bathroom, kitchen, on two levels 

Wifi possible. Private rental weekly or monthly 

I am neither Athenian, nor Greek, but a citizen of the world –  Socrate!



               A la carte services 



Gastronomy 

Introductory courses with a chef  

Somelier workshops - wine tasting 

Prestige & elegance 
See Paris in private 

Transfers possible on a collection boat  

from the Sixties (as a Riva boat)  

with private skipper 

Routes and private cruises by request.  

Well-being 

Zen gym coaching, body movement control 

Spa (Jacuzzi) 

Massages 

www.parisluxuryboat.com/paris-luxury-boats-privates-cruises.html 

Voice training workshop 
During 3 hours in group with a 

vocal coach, discover your own 

voice and learn how to synchronize 

it and to sing with your group 



PARIS LUXURY BOAT                                                                Arduinna experiences 



Contact information and location 

Public transportation :         T2 (by Tram) – Brimborion stop  

                                  Metro Line 9  - Pont de Sèvres stop 

By car  (GPS stop N°63-66):     On road D7, low Meudon,  

                           the peniche is facing n°49 Vaugirard road, 

                      Meudon Campus 

Péniche Arduinna 

63/66, route de Vaugirard - 92190 Meudon s/Seine 

Tel :   01 46 05 59 14 - Mob : 06 60 16 00 79  



       

For more information and estimates 

Laurence Dupuy 

Tel : (33 )1 46 05 59 14 

Laurence.dupuy@4d-events.fr 

www.parisluxuryboat.com 



www.parisluxuryboat.com 


